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Deceive the threat that 
swarm is much larger;
Network-enabled coherent 
EW allows angle deception;
DRFM: Digital RF memory
• Provides capability to 
generate large, false-targets 
against high resolution 
imaging radars (ISAR, SAR) 
from UAVs, ships or manned 
aircraft platforms;
• Provides coherent countering 
of wideband imaging seekers 
and profiling radars;
• Provides all-weather false-











• Digital RF memory 
o False target image synthesis (EA);
o Detect, classify LPI emitters (ES);
• LPI radar
o Situation awareness;





• Capt Hawken Grubbs, USMC
– FPGA adaptive compression 
processors;
– Vivado Virtex7 signaling;
• LT Richard Schroyer, USN
– Structured false target generator;
– Pipelined FIR tapped delay-line;
• Maj Jarrod Larson, USMC 
– Signature collection from Helo
flight test;
– Yuma Proving Grounds (SA-8);
– Nellis AFB (SA-20);
– Phase and gain coefficients;
Field Programmable Logic
• Qijing Chua, Singapore CIV
– Transmitter and receiver design for 
LPI radar/comms, DRFM;
– Evaluation of downconversion and 
intermodulation analysis;
• Maximilian Hainz, Germany
– ESEP (Engineer Scientist and 
Exchange Student);
RF Engineering
• Pak Ang, Singapore Officer
– CORDIC Design in Verilog;
– Including sea-clutter coefficients in structured false target generation;
• Chee Kiong Ong
– Microwave-photonics direction finding system for LPI signal intercept;
• Chew K. Tan
– Microwave-photonic analog circuit architectures for DF of LPI 
emitters;





   




– Digital Signal Processing for Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays, MathWorks, Natick NJ. (Romero, Pace, Grubbs);
• Tech Report: 
– “Designing DRFMs for Electronic Warfare”;
• Multi-function LPI Lab environment design setup;
– 2 FPGA high-end evaluation boards;
– 3 computers (1 for the Smart Board);
– 16 core cpu 24 GB
